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Abstract. In this work, we have studied the optimal spectrum sensing interval, which is the time 
between two consecutive spectrum sensing activities, such that the delay of the cognitive 
transmission is minimized. The throughput maximization of the cognitive radio is always a common 
goal of the researchers, which is keenly related to the delay of the cognitive transmission. Whereas 
the delay is mostly decided by the spectrum sensing interval for a given primary user (PU) channel. 
Therefore, we have studied the setting of the spectrum sensing interval to minimize the transmission 
delay of the secondary user (SU). Especially, the retransmission is considered, which deteriorates the 
delay of the cognitive transmission; however, neglected by the most studies. Finally, we provide both 
the optimal setting of the spectrum sensing interval and the numerical values. 

Introduction 

In Cognitive Radio (CR), the unlicensed data delivered is enabled on a free licensed frequency 
band, while the licensed transmission is protected. CR has exhibited great potential in mitigating the 
unbalanced utilization of the limited precious spectrum resources [1]. Generally, there are two major 
functions in CR, the spectrum sensing and dynamic spectrum access. The former performs the role of 
spectrum opportunities discovery and licensed user protection, whereas, the later conducts the data 
delivery. The spectrum sensing is our priority, thus let us have a brief look over it [2]. 

There are many literatures concerning the spectrum sensing methods, which can be generally 
classified as, energy detection [3], match-filter based spectrum sensing [4] and feature based 
spectrum sensing [5]. Energy detection decides the state of PU according to the observed energy level 
[3]; however, its detection performance is sensitive to the noise influence. The match-filter based 
spectrum sensing has the theoretically best performance, whereas the PU signal pre-knowledge is 
required [4]. The feature based spectrum sensing methods have certain requirements of the PU signal 
and conduct the sensing accordingly, e.g., in general likelihood ratio test (GLRT) based spectrum 
sensing [5], the distribution of the PU signal is demanded.  

The spectrum sensing can be performed in the view of MAC (media access control) layer, however 
less studied. The up-to-date works about MAC sensing are mostly about the spectrum opportunity 
discovery and PU interference reduction. In [6], the efficient discovery of the spectrum opportunities 
is studied, while the protection of PU is not accounted. The scheduling of the spectrum sensing is 
investigated in [7] for a non-periodical spectrum sensing. Proactive spectrum sensing is developed to 
reduce the interference to PU before the collision between PU and SU occurs [8]. The order of 
sensing a group of PU channels is studied in [9]. 

In most of the aforementioned works, the relationship between spectrum sensing and delay of the 
SU data delivery is not considered. Since spectrum sensing is a basic function, which discovers the 
spectrum opportunities with overhead, it directly decides the throughput of SU. Moreover, since the 
throughput maximization is always a common goal of the cognitive radios and throughput is keenly 
related to the delay, we will study the spectrum sensing interval, i.e., the time between two 
consecutive sensing activities, such that the transmission delay is minimized. Especially, the 
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retransmission is considered, which is neglected even by most of the literatures about DSA [10]. The 
optimization problem is formulated and solved. The optimal sensing interval is provided with the 
numerical results. 

The rest of the paper are organized as follows. In section II, system model and some preliminaries 
are provided. In Section III, the problem of minimizing the transmission delay of SU with an optimal 
spectrum sensing interval is formulated and solved. The numerical results are provided in Section IV. 
Finally, Section V draws conclusion. 

System Model and Preliminaries on Primary User 

System Model 
For simplicity, one PU channel is considered. Since the traffic of multiple PUs can be treated as 

one single PU, one PU is considered. The secondary user conducts periodical spectrum sensing, with 
sensing time window wint  and spectrum sensing interval τ . We consider the case that one 

retransmission of the incorrectly received SU data would satisfy the requirement of the application, 
e.g., quality of service. 

A PU channel with error free spectrum sensing is considered, i.e., with zero probability of false 
alarm fP  and miss alarm mP . The erroneous case of the problem can be conceived from the error-free 

case. It will be explained later. 
Preliminaries on Primary User 
The variation of the PU states is generally modeled as an alternative renewal process. Define ( )tZ  

as this renewal process of the PU channel. ( ) 1=tZ  (state“1”), if the PU channel is “on” at time t; 

otherwise when the PU channel is “off”, ( ) 0=tZ  (state “0”). 

( )tZ  is characterized by a pair of probability density functions ( )tf 1  and ( )tf 0 , which denote the 

probability distribution of the sojourn duration of “on” period 1T and “off” period 0T , respectively. 
( )tf 1  and ( )tf 0  are considered following exponential distributions with known 1θ  and 0θ , as 

shown by Eq. 1. [ ] 11 /1 θ=TE  and [ ] 00 /1 θ=TE , where [ ]⋅E is the expectation operation. 
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The relationship of two time consecutive states of PU observed by SU is described by a set of 
conditional probabilities 

( )tP ji Δ, , with { } 0,1,0, >Δ∈ tji , which denotes the probability that state j  is now observed, if 
state i  was observed tΔ  time before. 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) tiijjjji euuuutP Δ+−−+− −−+−=Δ
01

111 111, θθ                                       (2) 

where ( )010 / θθθ +=u  is defined as channel utilization of this PU channel. 

Problem Formulation 

We consider the delay induced by the delivery of an SU data packet pT  on a PU channel. pT  >> τ  

and pT  is partitioned into subpackets with equal length τ  and delivered.  

Define ( )τ,pTD  as the delay induced by delivering an SU packet pT  on a PU channel, while the 

sensing is performed with interval τ . ( )τ,pTD  is considered consisting of two parts, i.e., ( )τ,pbs TD  

and ( )τ,pre TD . The former denotes the expected delay induced by the busy periods of PU and the 

spectrum sensing overhead, and the latter is the delay caused by data retransmission, e.g., in case of 
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incorrect receiving. Let ( )τ,pre TT  denote the average length of retransmitted data within pT . The 

delivery of ( )τ,pre TT  produces ( )τ,pre TD . We intend to minimize ( )τ,pTD  with a proper τ ,  

( ){ }ττ
τ

,minarg*
pTD=                                                                    (3) 

Derivation of ( )τ,pTD  

For a PU channel with given pT  and τ , ( )τ,pTD  depends on u and the length of the sensing time 

window wint . We have following considerations. 

 Because of retransmission, the actual transmitted data length is ( )τ,prep TTT + . 

 For a given PU channel, the “off” portion of the PU channel, which can be utilized by SU, is 
u−1 . 

 Due to the spectrum sensing overhead (the sensing time window wint ), the portion of the PU 

channel, which can be used for SU data deliver is reduced to ( )
τ

τ
+

−
wint

u1 . 

 During the sensing window twin, no SU data is delivered. Thus, delay is produced, which 
should be accounted in ( )τ,pTD . The portion of the PU channel, which is occupied by the 

spectrum sensing time window during the usable part of the PU channel, is ( )
τ+

−
win

win

t

t
u1 . 

The busy portion of the PU channel, during which PU data is delivered, together with the sensing 
overhead (the last item above), are right the delay. Therefore, putting above four items together, we 
obtain ( )τ,pTD  in Eq. 4, 
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where ( )τ,pre TT  is derived next, considering retransmission. Usually, when the number of 

erroneous received data exceeds a threshold, retransmission is initiated. The key point is the outrage 
probability that the erroneously delivered SU data exceeds a predefined threshold. It is studied next. 
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Fig. 1. The possible cases of ( )tdτ  and ( )tdτ~ , (d = 0, 1). x indicates the remaining time in the current “off” state 

beginning from st . x is denoted as x˜ when state changes at st . y and y~  indicate that for the “on” case. ( )tdτ  and 

( )tdτ~ , (d = 0, 1) can be considered as the “dual” of their counterparts in [6]. This figure is plotted according to this 

duality. 
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Table 1 Parameter Definitions for Figure 1 
Symbol Definitions 

st  The sampling time (sensing instant) 

( )0~,~ >xx  
The remaining time of staying current “on” state counting from st  

( )0~,~ >yy  The remaining time of staying current “off” state counting from st
 

( )0TFOFF  The c.d.f. of 
0T  

( )1TFON  The c.d.f. of 
1T  

( ) { }0/~ TExOFFΓ  The p.d.f. of x~ remaining staying “off” [?]; ( ) ( )xFx OFFOFF
~1~ −=Γ  

( ) { }1/~ TExONΓ  The p.d.f. of x~ remaining staying “on” [?]; ( ) ( )xFx ONON
~1~ −=Γ  

( ) ( )1,0, =dtdτ  The average time of PU occupations on the channel during ( )ttt ss +,  

( ) ( )1,0,~ =dtdτ  
The ( )tdτ , when the state variation (on→off, or reversely) occurs at st  

The contamination of SU data delivery is mostly because of the suddenly returning of PU. When 
this case happens, the SNR (signal to noise ratio) or SINR (signal to interference plus noise ratio) 
would dramatically decrease. Thus, we introduce a threshold thL , which limits the average length of 

PU data during an indicated “off” spectrum sensing interval. Before going deep, we provide a metric 
( )⋅0τ  which denotes the average length of the PU data during an indicated “off” spectrum sensing 

interval, as shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 is inspired by [6]. The variables in Fig. 1 are explained in Table. 1. 
( )⋅0τ  can be written as Eq. 5, which is obtained by solving a group of integral equations with Laplace 

transform following that of [6]. 

( ) ( )
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where the derivation Eq. 5 is omitted, which can be conceived as the “dual” problem of that in [6]. 
The interested reader may refer to it. 

Define ( )( )tho LP >ττ 0  denote the outage probability that the average length of the PU data during 

an “off” spectrum sensing interval τ  is larger than threshold thL . Let ooP ρ< , where oρ  is a 

predefined constant, such that the retransmission is limited. Based on Eq. 5, ( )( )tho LP >ττ 0  can be 

written as, 

( )( )
( )

( )


Δ−

=> τ

τ

ττ
0

0

0

0

0

dttf

dttf
LP

tht

tho                                                  (6) 

where at thtΔ , ( ) thth Lt =Δ0τ . Eq. 6 is easy to understand. The numerator at the right side of 

Eq. 6 is the sum of the probabilities when ( )⋅0τ  is larger than thL . The denominator at the right side 

of Eq. 6 performs the role of normalization. ( )tf 0  is the distribution of the “off” periods. In the 

integral in Eq. 6, the probability distribution function (PDF) of ( )⋅0τ  is not Eq. 2, but ( )tf 0 . There 

are two reasons. The first one is that there is no state variation of PU from time 0 to time t in the 
integral in Eq. 6. The other reason is that after this time t the PU state begins to change, i.e., switch 
to “on”. Please refer to the first pair of sub figures in Fig.1, for details. Eq. 2 is provided for 
comparison and explanation, thus Eq. 6 would become clear. Therefore, ( )τ,pre TD  can be written 

as 
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( ) ( ) opo
p

pre PTP
T

TT =⋅= τ
τ

τ,                                                          (7) 

where from Eq. 7 on, we have suppressed the parameters of ( )( )tho LP >ττ 0  for convenience. 

The Optimal Solution 
According to Eq. 4 and Eq. 7, Eq. 3 can be written as 

( ) ( ) 
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The solution of Eq. 8 is discussed in this part. There is one implicit constraint for Eq. 8, i.e., 

ooP ρ< . We will discuss the *τ  according to the first derivative of Eq. 8 regarding the this implicit 

constraint. Since ( )t0τ  is monotonically increasing with t, oP  is also monotonically increasing with 

τ . There is one special value during the varying of the spectrum sensing interval τ , i.e., 
oPττ =  , 

where at 
oPτ , ooP ρ= . Recall, there is another special time point thΔ  where ( ) thth Lt =Δ0τ . 

Obviously, *τ  can be obtained by investigating the relationship of thΔ  and 
oPτ . 

Case 1 
oPth τ≤Δ . In this case, the set of the feasible values of τ  are partitioned into two intervals, 

i.e., ( ]thΔ,0  and ( )
oPth τ,Δ . 

The derivative of Eq. 8 with ( ]thΔ∈ ,0τ  is, ( ) 0
1 2

<
−

−
τu

tT winP , thus, for ( ]thΔ∈ ,0 , when thΔ=τ , 

Eq. 8 is at its minimal value. Please note, for ( ]thΔ∈ ,0τ , 0=oP . 

The derivative of Eq. 8 with ( )
oPth ττ ,Δ∈ is calculated, as shown in Eq. 9. 
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where 
( )( )

( )2

0
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1 τθ

τθτθθ
τ −
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∂
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e

eeP th
o  . In Eq. 9, the relationship of term A and term B cannot be 

decided with the varying of u, wint  and thΔ . Therefore, the monotonicity of Eq. 8 cannot be decided 

for ( )
oPth ττ ,Δ∈ . We suggest a numerical search for the solution of Eq. 8 in ( )

oPth τ,Δ . 
*τ  is the minimum one of the two solutions obtained above. 

Case 2 
oPth τ>Δ  . In this case, ( ] ( )thPth o

Δ⊃Δ ,,0 τ , the problem of Eq. 8 becomes simple. Since 

0=oP  for ( ]thΔ∈ ,0τ , thus, according to the analysis in Case 1, thΔ=*τ . 

Remark 1: In the erroneous spectrum sensing case, 0≠fP  and 0≠mP . The (discovered) busy 

portion of the PU channel, which is denoted by u in the error-free case. is redenoted as u~ , 
( ) ( )uPuPu mf −⋅+−= 11~  in the erroneous case. On the other hand, the corresponding (discovered) 

useful portion of the PU channel, which is denoted as α~ , can be written as 

( )( )
τ

τ
τ

τα
+

⋅+
+

−−=
win

f
win

m t
uP

t
uP 11~ . Thus, the delay minimization problem in this paper can be 

reformulated. Due to its similarity, no more is explained. 

Numerical Results 
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The numerical values of τ  in Eq. 8 is plotted with delay in Fig.2. The parameter setting is as 
follows. sTP 10= . 1.0=wint . 101 == θθ , hence 5.0=u . 1.0=thL . 2.0=oρ . The values of thΔ  

and 
oPτ  are calculated, i.e., 6221.05249.0 =<=Δ

oPth τ . As shown in Fig.2, the dash line denotes the 

first interval ( ]thΔ∈ ,0τ , while the solid line denotes the second interval ( )
oPth ττ ,Δ∈ . The star 

markers resides in the plotted curve in Fig.2 is the optimal value *τ . 
Table 2 The Optimal Spectrum Sensing Interval with Different Channel Parameters (unit sec..). 

[ ]1TE  1.50 0.50 1.00 3.00 3.00 

[ ]0TE  0.80 2.50 1.00 2.50 3.00 
*τ  0.46 0.98 0.52 0.77 0.85 

We have tested more cases of different channel conditions. The results are shown in Table. 2. The 
values of [ ]0TE  and [ ]1TE  are borrowed from [6]. The other parameters are the same as these in 
Fig.2. 

To show the improvement in delay induced by delivering an SU packet PT , the proposed method 

is compared to the method of [6]. The results are plotted in Fig.3. The x-axis of Fig.3 is [ ] [ ]10 / TETE , 

where [ ]1TE  is set to 2s and [ ]0TE  varies. The other parameters are the same as those of Fig.2. As 
shown by Fig.3, the delay of the proposed method is reduced compared to that of [6]. 

Conclusion 

In this work, we have studied the delay minimization problem regarding the varying of spectrum 
sensing interval for CR. Especially, the retransmission of SU data is considered. The optimal solution 
is obtained. The procedures of finding the optimal solution can be simplified for certain parameters. 
Our results would inspire further study about the throughput enhancement of cognitive radio, 
particularly those considering the retransmission. 
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Fig. 2. The delay induced by delivering an SU packet PT  on a PU channel with spectrum sensing interval τ . The 

star marker in the curve indicates the optimal value *ττ = . 
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Fig. 3. The delay induced by delivering an SU packet T, when the spectrum sensing interval is set according to our 
proposed method and that of [6], respectively. 
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